Job title

Sales & Operations Coordinator Trainee

Job purpose

Herc Rentals Inc., one of the largest suppliers of rented industrial & construction equipment, seeks talented people for the Sales & Operations Coordinator Trainee position. This is an excellent opportunity for motivated self-starters who want to gain valuable industry insight that could lead to possible advancement with a company whose reputation speaks for itself.

Duties and responsibilities

This position is directly involved in identifying customer needs, coordinating activities of delivery drivers, maintaining competitive data, inventory control, and daily business reporting. Some of the other responsibilities include:

- Answer customer calls and concerns
- Schedule delivery and pick up of equipment
- Maximize sales revenue for branch through excellent customer service on existing orders
- Close sales from inbound inquiries and successful outbound telemarketing
- Provide customers with expert advice on equipment selection, operation and maintenance
- Process daily business reports

Qualifications

Educational Background:

- Bachelor’s degree preferred

Professional Experience:

- Ability to effectively work on multiple assignments in the fast-paced environment of the construction industry
- Attention to detail
- Customer service focused
Skills:

- Must have a valid driver’s license and excellent driving record
- Ability to drive multiple types of vehicles
- Ability to engage in verbal interaction with customers
- Ability to walk into unfamiliar environments and adjust rapidly to the setting

Physical Requirements

Applicant must possess all auditory, speaking, and communicating capabilities necessary to complete the responsibilities detailed above. The essential functions of this position include, but are not limited to, the following such as sitting, standing, walking, bending and twisting, climbing, driving, pushing and pulling, speaking, hearing, writing, lifting, typing, filing, seeing, and reading. Knowledge of equipment operation such as computer terminal, telephone, calculator, copy machine, and fax machine.